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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 22 April 2009 (22.04.2009)

Claims

The claimed invention is:

1 (currently amended). A system for monitoring-energy usage at a residence or

business site for display, management and remediation, said system comprising at least one

electrical energy sensing/detecting/controlling node (300) integrated into a standard form-

factor of a common electrical interface device selected from the group of form-factors

consisting of electrical circuit breakers (100a), electrical outlets ( 110a) and light switches

( 110b), the node (300) further comprising:

a sensor circuit (300e) to measure an electrical usage characteristic selected from the

group of such characteristics consisting of electrical current, voltage, volt amps,

power, phase, noise and power factor;

a processing circuit (300c) to operate on data generated by the sensor circuit (300e) as

well as manage operations of the node (300) such as communication and command

processing;

a load control circuit (300g) to connect/disconnect and vary the duty cycle of the

electrical energy from the electrical interface device (100, 110);

a bi-directional communication controller and interface (300a) for both sending

processed data and receiving inbound data, the controller and interface (300a) in

communication with a remotely located management and display console (150); and

the integration of the node (300) and the form-factor in the electrical interface device (100,

110) being configured such that installation and use of the electrical interface device (100,

110) does not differ from that of like standard form-factors.

2 (currently amended). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node

further comprising: non-volatile memory for storing and manipulating data intended to persist

without power.

3 (currently amended). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node

further comprising: non-volatile memory whose contents can be accessed and read but cannot

be changed.
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4 (currently amended). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node

further comprising: a status indication system reflecting a current status of the system.

5 (currently amended). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node

further comprising: a manual override switch facilitating disabling the load control circuit.

6 (currently amended). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node

further comprising: the bi-directional communication controller and interface (300a) having a

band-pass filter component to filter particular frequencies or ranges of frequencies on the

carrier wire from crossing the Node.

Claims 7 to 14: Cancelled

15 (new). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node further comprising

the bi-directional communication controller and interface (300a) having two data sending and

receiving means.

16 (new). The system and apparatus according to claim 1, the Node further comprising

the bi-directional communication controller and interface (300a) having data sending and

receiving means selected from the group of data sending and receiving means consisting of:

wired IP over power line communications; and wireless Wifi, Bluetooth and RF

communications.



STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19(1)

Independent claim 1 has been amended to distinguish over the references cited against

it in the International Search Report by limiting the scope of instant claim 1 to: a node

integrated into an electrical interface device. The PCT Officer acknowledges that the primary

reference (Fung) cited against claim 1 does not teach a node integrated into the standard

form-factor of an electrical interface device. Therefore, the Fung reference does not teach

instant claim 1. However, the Office relies on the Nasle reference as teaching a node

integrated into the form-factor of a standard electrical interface device, and specifically into

the form-factors of electrical circuit breakers, electrical outlets and light switches. To the

contrary, the Nasle reference only teaches a computer as the form-factor and does not teach

common electrical interface devices, specifically: electrical circuit breakers, electrical outlets

and light switches. Additionally, the devices of the present invention are a path for electrical

power to flow to an external electrical appliance, and are specifically adapted by means of the

load control circuit (30Og) of claim 1 to connect, to alter or to interrupt that flow of power

from the circuit breaker, outlet or switch it is integrated with. Nasle does not teach common

electrical interface devices (specifically: circuit breakers, outlets and switches), nor does

Nasle teach a load control circuit adapted to connect, to alter, or to interrupt the flow of

power from an electrical interface device. Therefore, the instant claims are novel and

inventive in view of Nasle.

In amended claim 1, support for the electrical usage characteristics feature can be

found at page 6, lines 9-1 1; for the load control circuit support for the connect/disconnect and

the variable duty cycle feature can be found at page 6, last sentence; and the support for the

remotely located feature of the management and display console can be found at page 14, last

sentence. Support for new claim 15 can be found in the disclosure at page 9, 2d sentence

from the bottom and in Fig. 1. Support for new claim 16 can be found in the disclosure at

page 11, last sentence and in Fig. 1.
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